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Cryptographic HASH Functions Ø Purpose: produce a fixed-size "fingerprint" or digest of arbitrarily long input data Ø Why? To guarantee integrity Ø Properties of a "good" cryptographic HASH function H():
1. Takes on input of any size 2. Produces fixed-length output 3. Easy to compute (efficient) 4. Given any h, computationally infeasible to find any x such that H(x) = h 5. For a given x, computationally infeasible to find y such that H(y) = H(x) and y<>x 6. Computationally infeasible to find any (x, y) such that H(x) = H(y) and x<>y 4 Same properties re-stated:
v Cryptographic properties of a "good" HASH function:
v One-way-ness (#4) The Birthday Paradox v probability of no collisions: 128-bit result
x↵y: x left rotate y bits Functions and Random Numbers 
